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M.CLÉMENT CREATES THE RIGHT LIGHT FOR THE
TOBI FAIRLEY FOR WOODBRIDGE SPRING COLLECTION
M. CLÉMENT CRAFTS LAMPS CUSTOM DESIGNED BY TOBI FAIRLEY

NEW ORLEANS (April 14, 2016) – Custom handmade lighting and interior accessories studio, M. Clément, collaborates
with Interior Designer Tobi Fairley to provide lighting for her expanded collection for Woodbridge Furniture at Spring High
Point Market.
M. Clément Design Studio is thrilled to be partnering with Woodbridge Furniture. Like Woodbridge, M. Clément’s pieces
are crafted with unique finishes, intricate detail and superior quality. Since its founding in early 2003, Woodbridge has
designed, developed, and marketed case goods, dining, and occasional furniture pieces.
Tobi Fairley’s new licensed collection at Woodbridge Furniture will showcase her design aesthetic of bold, bright, and
tailored style. M. Clément has been tapped to create custom lighting to complement this collection and will debut nine
bespoke pieces this month.
M. Clément’s handmade lamps and accessories can be successfully integrated into any design, from traditional to
contemporary. Over 35 lamp base shapes are completely customizable, with over 35 custom colors and 14 patterns. “I
love creating custom looks for my interiors and for my licensed lines of furnishings, so I really appreciated the ability to
select the finishes and patterns for each lamp to complement my own designs,” said Fairley. “I’m excited to showcase
these gorgeous custom lamps with my new collection for Woodbridge at High Point Market this month!”
Find M. Clément’s designs in the Woodbridge Furniture Showroom, 320 N. Hamilton Street, High Point and The Suites
at Market Square, M-5017.
###

M. Clément is based in New Orleans and has been handcrafting lighting and decorative arts for over 4 years.
M. Clément’s products include hand built and hand thrown ceramic pieces made by his team of artisans with patinas
that evoke the veneer of his hometown.
Contact: Shannon Kives, Michael Clément, (504) 495-6156; shannon@michaeljclement.com
Showroom: Suites at Market Square, M-5017
Website: www.michaeljclement.com
Instagram: michaeljclement
Facebook: www.facebook.com/michaeljclementllc
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/michaeljclement/boards/

